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Outline of the lecture
• Damaging behaviours in pigs
• Environmental inputs in early development
• Development of stress-regulation mechanisms
• Maternal care
• Social development
• Environmental complexity
• Changes in environment
• Open questions and future directions

Topics for group discussion
How could these findings be used to inform practice
• On the farm level
• On advisory level
• On policy level
Which open questions for future research would be
especially relevant to study, and how to study them?

Damaging behaviours in pigs
• Tail biting
• Two-stage
• Sudden-forceful
• Obsessive
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• Ear biting
• Belly nosing
• Aggression at mixing
• Fighting at teats

Environmental inputs in early development
An important part of brain development takes place
after birth. It has evolved to depend on
environmental inputs:
• Maternal care
• Interaction with
other piglets
• Sensory stimuli
• Spatial dimensions
• Interaction with
materials
• Novelty
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Development of stress-regulation mechanisms
Normal phenotypic plasticity: quantity
of stressors modulates reactivity →
the animal adapts to the environment
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Disrupted development: excessively
frequent or traumatic stressors →
abnormal development of stress
physiology → impaired coping ability

Stress hypo-responsive period in early development (studied in
rodents and primates): determines e.g. number of glucocorticoid
and mineralocorticoid receptors in the brain

Maternal care
In natural conditions,
piglets spend 1-2 weeks in
nest and suckle for 3-4
months, gradual weaning
Dvelopment of stress
physiology is disrupted by
• Loss of sow (severity
depends on weaning age
and abruptness)
• Sow in crate: reduced
interaction
• Aggression of sow (e.g.
barren gestation housing)
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Behavioural consequences
of early weaning
• Suckling motivation not
met → belly nosing
• Lack of social learning of
foraging experience →
oral behaviours at pigs

Social development
Two main stages in social
development
• Socialisation to species
• Learned social skills: from
play to hierarchy formation
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Farmed pigs are socialised to pigs but not to humans;
relation to humans varies from habituation to
sensitisation → in the latter, fear adds to stressors
Delaying start of interaction with other litters to later
than 10-14 days causes insufficient learning of social
skills → increased aggression

Environmental complexity
Cognitive stimuli affect brain
neurotransmitters → improved
parasympathetic tone, reduced
fear reactions and improved
immune response
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Interaction with materials affects brain development:
barren early environments are linked to later-life
elevated basal cortisol and blunted circadian cortisol,
but causal direction is not yet known:
impaired development of stress physiology →
abnormal behaviour → tail biting?
Or: abnormal behavioural development → tail biting
→ stress?

Changes in environment
When social or physical
environments change, the
effects depend on
• Gradual or abrupt
change
• One or several
simultaneous changes
• Direction of change:
improving or
deteriorating
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Interplay of past and
current environment:
e.g. early exposure to
substrates stimulates
later substrate use

Open questions and
future directions
• Sensitive/critical periods:
which and when
• The role of early learning
• The role of novelty, space,
and nest use
• Sufficient quantity of stimuli
and objects
• Neurobiological effects of
different materials and
sensory stimuli incl olfaction
• Neurobiological effects of
the composition of feed
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• Effects of litter size
to stress and social
development
• Effects of personality
and other genetic
factors

New book: Advances in Pig Welfare

Editor: Marek Špinka

Publishing date:
17th November 2017
506 pages
https://www.elsevier.com/books/advances-in-pigwelfare/spinka/978-0-08-101012-9
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